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20 Most Promising Energy Technology Solution Providers

T

he energy sector forms the backbone of
modern day societies and economies. Be it
old-school fuel like coal and diesel or new
energy sources like solar, wind, nuclear power
and shale—all are equally in demand, catering to
different purposes. As industrialized nations rely
on vast quantities of readily available energy to
power their economies and produce goods, global
energy consumption will continue to rise.
Addressing these needs, the companies are
leveraging the advent of newer technologies such
as remote sensing and simulations solutions to
create significant impact on operational procedures
of oil and gas industries. The technologies can
help companies overcome risks ranging from
volatile commodity prices, to increased health,
safety, and environmental wellness. Similarly
the cloud, mobility and big data technologies are
used to develop smart meter reading and reporting
solutions for electricity sector. The solutions can
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Develops integrated enterprise solution
for the oil and gas industry, providing data
seamless from the field to the financials
while offering a fully integrated, enterprise
grade system.

2014

recognized by

offer detailed view into customers’ energy usage
and allow them make smart decisions and better
planning, offering the ability to adjust their power
consumption. There are numerous companies that
are leveraging such technologies to retain and
serve their customers better.
In this edition of CIO Review, we bring to
you “20 Most Promising Energy Technology
Solution Providers 2014”. The listing features
the best vendors providing solutions and services
that help energy companies address the most
pressing challenges. The companies featured here
showcases extensive business process knowledge,
in-depth integrated and innovative strategies
combined with talent base across locations.
A distinguished panel comprising of CEOs,
CIOs, CTOs, analysts including CIO Review
editorial board has selected the top companies that
are at the forefront of tackling challenges in the
energy markets in the U.S.
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An annual listing of the companies that are in the forefront of tackling technology
challenges in the Energy sector and impacting the marketplace
Pradeep Shankar
Editor-in-Chief
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Kevin Schmidt,
President & CEO

www.enertia-software.com

B

Upstream oil and gas software
is lagging in terms of technology
advancements. The need for complex
enterprise resource planning and
increased accountability, has led to
necessitate fully integrated solutions
with modernized options. Enertia
Software addresses such needs with its
upstream integrated solutions, driving
key changes to the modern producer’s
technology architecture. This includes
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The firm wipes out the legacy systems
by enhancing20 MOST
technical
architecture
PROMISING
and application functionality through
SUPPLY
internally funded
or CHAIN
collaborative
SOLUTION PROVIDERS
client projects. Taking an inclusive
approach, Enertia delivers the same
set of application
functionality
to all
20 MOST
PROMISING
its clients through
bi-annual
software
CHECK POINT
upgrades. “AtSOLUTION
Enertia PROVIDERS
Software, we
strive to provide our clients with the
technology, tools, software, service, and
support they need, to have a competitive
advantage in today’s upstream oil and
gas industry,” asserts Schmidt.
Enertia brings a suite of dynamic
solutions like accounting and financials,
land and contracts, well production
and mapping. Additionally, the firm
delivers time saving productivity tools
to meet the requirement for streamlined
processing
performance,
reduced
closing cycles, and automated complex
business scenarios. The company
renders comprehensive lease and
contract data management for the userdefined terms and provisions, locations
and ownerships, obligations, recordings,
and assignments along with leveraging
a native map solution as a direct
interface. This capability is unmatched
by any other application suite and is an
indispensable tool for any user looking
for data related to something that is, or
should be, on a map.
Reflecting Enertia Software’s core
competency is its long record of customer
success stories that the company
acquired after its rigorous critical
findings and implementation. The firm
aided one of its illustrious clientele
with its outstanding solution–enterprise
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usiness seeks creativity and
when creativity meets strategy,
a company reaches to the
level of excellence for itself as well as
for its clients. Under the enthusiastic
leadership of Kevin Schmidt and his
hands-on creation that nurtures out-of
-the-box thinking, ‘Enertia Software’
imbibes the innovation brilliance
of developing integrated enterprise
solution that caters to the upstream oil
and gas space. The company develops
a premium software solution that
allows its customers to streamline data
analysis, enhance workflow processes,
and increase efficiencies for improved
business intelligence.
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The Navigator for Enterprise Solutions

METALS&
processes that MINING
make application
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integration faster and
more standardized.

CONTACT CENTER
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resource
planning–integrating
all 2014
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their digital operating solutions. The
customer ‘Chaparral Energy’ was
challenged with the need 20
toMOST
handle
and
PROMISING
manage several applications required to
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Enertia is a singular, common
software application solution that
can be delivered to address any or
SOLUTION PROVIDERS 2014
all of the integrated component
parts

CA

access multiple data to review its current
and potential drilling activity. Presently,
for Chaparral, its enterprise decision
relies on Enertia. “Just about everybody
at Chaparral uses Enertia Software’s
robust products. Our land people use it
for land administration and balloting;
accounting staff for financial recording,
reporting and planning; production
department personnel for production
gathering and reporting; reservoir
engineers to update their reserve
reports; and drilling crews to monitor
costs,” said Reggie Cook, Chaparral’s
vice president and controller.
Going forward, Enertia Software
envisions pursuing its charisma to scale
solutions delivering a mobile platform
that integrates seamlessly with web
services to produce a SOA solution
galvanizing the creativity of its team.
“Using the power of mobility, integration
and workflow we are working together
to define and incorporate the life cycle
of the well. In addition, these new tools
also incorporate leading edge BI and
Data Management tools,” Schmidt
concludes.
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